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FEAR is a very intimate and INFLUENTIAL FORCE in every personal story.  

We may invite FEAR into our lives as a thrilling experience that makes us feel alive!... fun fear! Like the thrill of a ROLLER 
COASTER… or watching a zombie movie… but sometimes FEAR is UNINVITED!!!  This video series addresses the latter… 
when we are challenged by FEAR. Each of the 4 Parts offers new ways to consider your relationship to, and experience of, 
FEAR.

You will learn the importance of creating a USER-FRIENDLY RELATIONSHIP with FEAR…by understanding the NATURE of 
FEAR, how it INFLUENCES your life, and what you can DO about it.   Throughout the 4 Part Video Series User-Friendly 
Reminders will be offered to help you develop your own way of relating to, and making use of, your fear experiences.  
You can have great influence on the role FEAR plays in your life.  Let’s take a quick look at all four parts.

Part 1 MANY FACES OF FEAR
Part 1 animates the NATURE and PURPOSE OF FEAR.   
You are hardwired in your DNA to experience FEAR… to warn you that your LIFE is at RISK, or your QUALITY of life is at 
RISK. FEAR’S jolt of adrenaline gets your ATTENTION and provides you with ENERGY to take ACTION.  Part 1 also defines 
the FEAR FACTOR, to help you assess how FEAR is impacting YOU and YOUR LIFE.

FEAR is very MISUNDERSTOOD, so it will be animated in simple and unique ways. Part 1 also animates the MANY FACES OF 
FEAR, how to RESPOND to your FEAR, and to see if you are able to IDENTIFY it as such... from SUBTLE to SEVERE.  See how 
FEAR helps draw your attention to OTHER EMOTIONS which have their own ENERGY and INSIGHT to offer.

PART 2 WHEN NEEDS TURN TO FEARS
Part 2 discusses some of your most fundamental human NEEDS AND FEARS. It also illustrates an 
INTERNAL SHIFT that can change everything.

AWARENESS of your internal shift to FEAR is ESSENTIAL to navigate through life’s details and circumstances. Toxic FEAR 
reactions are animated so you can identify how the INTERNAL SHIFT to FEAR looks and feels. The visual model shows why 
it is important to use FEAR as a guide to IDENTIFY your NEED, so you can ADDRESS your NEED.

PART 3 THE A AND B OF IT 
Part 3 provides a VISUAL MODEL comparing two mindsets and the ROLE FEAR plays.

Although it is natural to experience an initial jolt of FEAR energy, you’ll see why it is then necessary to choose your 
mindset before you proceed.  The side by side visual comparison offers concrete information re. what A and B mindsets 
offer.  Apply the simple material to ASSESS your mindset at any given time, and learn how each mindset has a DIRECT 
INFLUENCE on YOU physically, intellectually, emotionally and Spiritually.  See how you can identify TOXIC FEAR so you can 
PREVENT a negative impact on YOU and YOUR LIFE. Learn how you can identify and utilize your HEALTHY FEAR to address 
your needs so you can make healthy choices.

PART 4  LOOKING FOR THE WISDOM 
Part 4  presents a review of Parts 1-3, to help you connect the dots re. how fear is present and influential.  

It offers a visual model animating a Conscious Intention to Look for the Wisdom within.  This visual animates the 
ACCUMULATIVE GAIN of what the Physical, Intellectual, Emotional and Spiritual levels offer, on your journey to WISDOM.
Part 4 also provides a WRAP UP of the series and a SNEAK PEEK at the Coming Back to Spirit 6 Part Video Series.

A 4 Part Video Series

Introducing



FEAR is a very intimate 
and INFLUENTIAL FORCE 
in every personal story.

PART 1
The MANY FACES

of FEAR

It is also very MISUNDERSTOOD, so I have decided to animate it in SIMPLE and UNIQUE ways. 

This Video animates:
• The NATURE and PURPOSE of FEAR
• MANY FACES of FEAR
• The FEAR FACTOR
You will learn how to IDENTIFY FEAR, and its MANY FACES...and how to ASSESS FEAR EXPERIENCES, from subtle to severe. 

The Nature and Purpose of FEAR 
You are hardwired in your DNA to experience FEAR, to warn you that your LIFE is at RISK, or your QUALITY of life is at RISK. 
Your INITIAL FEAR REACTIONS get your ATTENTION and provide ADRENALINE so you can take ACTION.

Also CONSIDER THIS!!  Many FEAR-BASED emotions such as anxiety, hesitation, feeling stuck and shut down, offer something 
valuable… They GIVE YOU PAUSE.  This is an opportunity to become CONSCIOUS, to identify your MEANING, NEEDS and 
CHOICES... to RESPOND in a meaningful way. Both the IMMEDIATE need to REACT and making use of the PAUSE, will be 
animated throughout the series.

Unfortunately FEAR has a bad reputation… because whether it is HEALTHY fear or TOXIC fear it is an alarming experience, 
one which we would prefer NOT to have. 

You will learn the importance of creating a USER-FRIENDLY RELATIONSHIP with FEAR… how it influences YOU and YOUR LIFE, 
and what you can DO about it.

There is no need to FEAR your FEAR experiences.  They actually offer purpose and insight.   Whether the FEAR is ALERTING 
you to a SUBTLE or SEVERE threat, there is always wisdom in your FEAR. 

Throughout this video series you will learn how to tune into your CORE to determine what FEAR ENERGY you are 
experiencing, and what you need to do in RESPONSE. 

Many Faces of FEAR
Many different emotions arise from FEAR, each expressing its own MEANING and ENERGY. 
Can you identify the many faces of FEAR when you see them? 

If you are thrown into a spin, it may be YOUR OWN FEAR REACTION to a circumstance… such as suddenly realizing you are 
late for an appointment or…  it may be FEAR INSTILLED IN YOU, by someone else, such as confrontation or threat.
To make choices about how to RESPOND to your FEARS you must be able to distinguish
between FEAR’S MANY FACES.

As animated here, the emotions range in INTENSITY:
MODERATE INTENSITY - concerned, worried, nervous, insecure, on edge, suspicious, 
shut down, withdrawn, intimidated, stuck, self-doubting, second guessing, untrusting, 
fidgety, uncomfortable, angry.
SEVERE INTENSITY – anxious, frantic, desperate, reactive, paranoid, intimidated, immobilized,
overwhelmed, captive, self-hating, terrified, panicked, full of rage, threatened.
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All emotions are intended to get your ATTENTION, and their DISTINCT ENERGY allows you to distinguish between them. For 
example, sadness feels heavy, lonely feels closed in. On the upside of things, love feels warm and joy feels light and buoyant. 
Each emotion has its own distinct ENERGY and INSIGHT.

Life is demanding and chaotic, and can throw you off balance, into a SPIN.  The truth is that you will experience the 
ENERGIES of MANY EMOTIONS within one SPIN REACTION. For example, for any given SPIN you might simultaneously 
experience: FEAR, shock, isolation, insecurity, powerlessness, loss, pressure, panic, resentment and confusion. 

Nature delivers this EMOTIONAL SOUP, all within the  SPLIT SECOND it takes for your instinctive FEAR reaction to kick in. 
It may feel overwhelming, but TRUST that each EMOTION has a purpose, to express a distinct ENERGY and INSIGHT.
The MEANING something holds for you will determine the intensity of your emotion.  Be patient with the time it takes to 
understand all that your emotions are telling you. 

A SIMPLE PLACE TO START when looking for the EMOTIONAL INSIGHT, is by asking yourself…Does life feel UNSAFE or 
UNFAIR? If these two most foundational NEEDS of SAFETY and FAIRNESS are AT RISK, you will experience a strong FEAR 
REACTION, involving numerous emotional energies. The GREATER the THREAT, the MORE INTENSE the REACTION ENERGY! 

When you begin to believe that your emotions express VALUABLE INSIGHT, you can TRUST them to help you NAVIGATE your 
life more deliberately and consciously.

THE FEAR FACTOR is all about AWARENESS
BE AWARE of FEAR as an influential force…
The FEAR FACTOR is…How FEAR is impacting YOU and YOUR LIFE. 
How is FEAR impacting YOU? 
These are some questions that can help you become AWARE, so you can measure your FEAR FACTOR.
1. WHEN do you experience FEAR? 
2. How OFTEN do you experience FEAR?
3. How INTENSE is your FEAR?
4. How LONG do you stay engaged in FEAR?
5. How are you impacted by another’s FEAR?

The previous five questions encourage you to INCREASE your AWARENESS of FEAR’s Presence, Frequency, Intensity, 
Duration and Impact on you. It’s OK if these questions are challenging at this point. You will GAIN more and more INSIGHT as 
you continue to consider the role FEAR plays in your life. Is your QUALITY of life at risk?

How is FEAR impacting YOUR LIFE?  It is possible to be unconscious about FEAR’S impact.  What will get your attention?
1. Have your NEEDS turned to FEARS?
2. Is FEAR an EVENT, or has it become your LIFESTYLE?
3. Is your FEAR HEALTHY or TOXIC?
4. Is your FEAR impacting how you take part in your relationships?
5. Is your FEAR impacting others?

Once again, it is OK if you don’t have immediate answers to these questions. They are intended to help you to OBSERVE 
FEAR in your life through a new lens… with curiosity, and consideration.

BE AWARE: 
FEAR can dominate an INDIVIDUAL …when it becomes the Prevailing Emotional Experience…
impacting thoughts, feelings, beliefs, perceptions and actions. FEAR can feel overwhelming,
but remember…You can influence whether or not FEAR dominates. 

BE AWARE:
FEAR can dominate a RELATIONSHIP…when it becomes the Primary Influence on how the 
individuals value/devalue, interact with, and experience each other. FEAR can create a 
Reactive Dance between individuals.  AWARENESS provides you opportunity to step out of
the dance, and get back to balance. 
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BE AWARE:
FEAR can dominate a LANDSCAPE…when it becomes the prevailing attitude of threat and 
manipulation in the relationships within a human landscape. STEP BACK to OBSERVE: Is fear 
being instilled by another?  Is your fear alerting you that your landscape is unsafe and unfair?  
What is the fear factor inside and outside of you?  Can you recognize FEAR when you see it?

Your primal FEAR reaction is not distracted by detail.  It is instinctive and automatic. It alerts you to physical, 
intellectual, emotional and Spiritual risk.

Part 1 Summary 
• Create a User-Friendly relationship with FEAR to consciously navigate your human landscape.
• You are hardwired in your DNA to experience FEAR… to warn you that your LIFE is at RISK, or your QUALITY of life 

is at RISK. 
• Your primal FEAR reaction is not distracted by detail. 
• It will alert you to risk of many kinds… physical, intellectual, emotional and Spiritual risk.
• TRUST that each EMOTION has a purpose, to express a distinct ENERGY and INSIGHT.
• Can you identify the many faces of FEAR when you see them? 
• You can influence whether or not FEAR dominates. What is the FEAR FACTOR inside and outside of you?
• AWARENESS provides you PAUSE, to step out of the dance, back to balance.
• This is a valuable opportunity to become CONSCIOUS, to identify your MEANING, NEEDS and CHOICES. 

Now that you have explored: The Nature and Purpose of FEAR, The Many faces of FEAR, The FEAR Factor, 
remember… FEAR has many dimensions.

Its presence may not be comfortable but it is always purposeful. Be AWARE of what your FEAR is expressing so you 
can RESPOND in a MEANINGFUL way.

Next Video in the Series: 
Part 2  When NEEDS Turn to FEARS
animates an internal shift that impacts everything.
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The INTERNAL SHIFT 
that can change everything

PART 2
When NEEDS turn 

to FEARS

This Video animates:
• Basic Human NEEDS and FEARS
• The INTERNAL SHIFT that can change everything
• How TOXIC FEAR reactions express your NEEDS
• Getting back to ATTENDING to YOUR NEEDS

You will see why it is important to use FEAR as a GUIDE to IDENTIFY your NEED, then CONSCIOUSLY RETURN to balance to 
ADDRESS your NEED. The visual model animates some of our most fundamental human NEEDS and FEARS, and animates the 
INTERNAL SHIFT  that can change everything.  You will be able to identify different REACTIVE BEHAVIOURS as SIGNS of the 
SHIFT, before they begin to dominate your thoughts, feelings, perceptions and actions.

We are HARDWIRED for NEEDS and FEARS. Have you ever felt yourself SHIFT from HOPING your DREAMS COME TRUE… to
FEARING THEY WON’T?  This is the FINE LINE… that shows you when your NEED has turned to a FEAR. 

It is very helpful to be able to ASSESS “When NEEDS turn to FEARS”, in yourself and in another. When you FEAR a NEED won’t 
be met, it is human nature to SHIFT INTO PURSUIT MODE in order to fulfill that NEED.

Needs to Fears Visual Model
From BALANCE you ATTEND to your NEEDS with balance and resourcefulness. But when DOUBT, creeps in or dominates,
it is natural to start… reacting from FEARS.  This INTERNAL SHIFT to reacting from your FEARS results in CHAOTIC BEHAVIORS.  
This is your initial, INSTINCTIVE FEAR reaction providing adrenaline to fulfill your NEED.

The more important the NEED, the greater the FEAR REACTION ENERGY.  Let’s look at some essential NEEDS and what 
happens when they turn to FEARS.  These NEEDS are HARDWIRED into your DNA and speak to your NEED for BASIC SURVIVAL  
and QUALTIY OF LIFE.  As a human being your two FUNDAMENTAL NEEDS are SAFETY and FAIRNESS. 

NEED TO BE SAFE 
To feel Physically, Intellectually, Emotionally and Spiritually SAFE, 
means you can open up your energies to fully engage in life. 

FEAR of NOT BEING SAFE  or of being hurt or abused
When life doesn’t feel safe, one instinctively REACTS from 
FIGHT, FLIGHT or FREEZE.
Toxic Fear Reactions
Some common FIGHT reactions are physically and emotionally 
bracing, being protective, defensive, aggressive and argumentative. 
Some familiar FLIGHT reactions are withdrawing physically and/or emotionally. And the less publicized reaction is FREEZING in 
place, until there is a time to escape the threat. Just like a bunny in the woods who hears a sound in the distance, it will FREEZE 
in place, to ASSESS the risk factor, and REACT accordingly.  

Taking an emotional step back to consider the DEGREE OF THREAT is valuable time. ASSESS whether the threat is Physical, 
Intellectual, Emotional or Spiritual, so you can RESPOND accordingly. Unfortunately, as humans, we can stay FROZEN in place, 
captive by our own FEAR and self-doubt, long after the initial threat has passed.

Toxic Fear Reactions

FEARNEED

TO BE SAFE                     FEAR OF NOT BEING SAFE,
or of being hurt or abused
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NEED to be TREATED FAIRLY
As a SOCIAL being it is essential to feel valued and of value, which will 
encourage you to respond in kind, and to be fair, open to negotiation and 
generosity.  

FEAR OF BEING DEVALUED, or exploited
Toxic Fear Reactions
When life feels unfair, it is natural to shift to resentment and feel hurt, 
jealous, suspicious, angry, vengeful, sad, slighted, devalued and powerless. 

When SAFETY and FAIRNESS are NOT FULFILLED you experience an 
INTUITIVE CASCADE of UNCERTAINTY, dominating your perception,
expectations and experience of everything.  As a  human, SAFETY and 
FAIRNESS have to be in place in order to feel safe enough to let down your guard, and ENGAGE IN LIFE FULLY.  

When your PRIMAL NEEDS for SAFETY and FAIRNESS are FULFILLED, you will experience a core reassurance that you can navigate 
your life safely, and make choices to address your quality of life.   

Now to more NEEDS.  You will see how the following NEEDS are interconnected to SAFETY and FAIRNESS, and to each other.   
These NEEDS also speak to your QUALITY OF LIFE.

NEED TO BELONG 
As a KID on the school playground or as an ADULT at work and in your community…the NEED TO BELONG PREVAILS.

FEAR OF NOT BELONGING or not being included
Toxic Fear Reactions
One will include oneself without invitation, will intrude and pretend, will attempt to impress and attract others in order to 
BELONG.  When you feel isolated, without support, alone and disconnected DESPAIR sets in. Your greatest social fears and 
insecurities are reinforced, making you feel powerless and unworthy.

When you can recognize you are feeling this way… turn inward to calm your energies…breathe deeply to 
expand and open up your mind, body and Spirit. As SOCIAL BEINGS, humans are relationship-oriented, 
meaning we seek out CONNECTION, to our own sense of SELF, to each OTHER and to a shared HIGHER PURPOSE.

NEED TO BE HEARD
Along with your sophisticated human ability to communicate comes a need to be HEARD, UNDERSTOOD and
to HAVE A VOICE. 

FEAR OF NOT BEING HEARD, or not having a VOICE
Toxic Fear Reactions
This person will do most of the talking, interrupt or put themselves in the middle, posture for attention, argue, or will dominate
to impress.  They may voice and gesture dramatically to FORCE being HEARD. 

The flip side to this OVER-REACTION is to UNDER-REACT by withdrawing in defeat and silence.  Pretending you don’t need to be 
HEARD, results in a deep loss to your core self. HAVING a VOICE, is a fundamental need to feel EMPOWERED. The need to BE 
HEARD by another is a primal social need.

NEED TO FEEL POWERFUL 
At any age, we need to feel we are empowered to engage in life, problem solve, move forward, heal from our hurts and make life 
meaningful.  Your true power comes from within.  Looking inward to your Spirit you have all the resources you will need to bring
meaning, connection and purpose to your life.

FEAR of BEING POWERLESS, without influence
Toxic Fear Reactions
This person will….focus externally, power over and manipulate people and things, become competitive, recruit allies for support,
participate in constant war games by claiming and defending territory, all in order to feel POWERFUL. 

Toxic Fear Reactions

FEARNEED
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Another common reaction to feeling powerless is to RESIGN IN DEFEAT…
thus falling prey to feeling not worthy or able, which is in fact far from 
the truth. Here, FEAR reminds us that feeling POWERFUL is primal and 
essential, so to feel POWERLESS is intolerable.

In simple terms, your FEAR experiences, although unpleasant, are intended
to help you identify your NEEDS. If you don’t identify your NEED, you can 
GET STUCK in an EMOTIONAL CHAIN REACTION…threat, shock, self-doubt, powerlessness, panic!

Prolonged, unresolved FEAR, takes a TOLL on your body, mind, emotions and Spirit.  Your internal shift from a NEED to a FEAR 
impacts your CAPACITY to RESPOND to your life MEANINGFULLY.  So turn inward to pay close attention to your CORE as you 
navigate through your life’s details and circumstances. 

If you become intimidated and afraid of your FEAR experiences, you may begin to live in a constant fear state.  You have a 
CHOICE to CONTAIN FEAR as an EVENT or allow it to become a LIFESTYLE.

When you begin to feel the NEGATIVE CASCADE, make shifting back to balance a PRIORITY. From balance you can TAKE THE 
TIME to GROUND your energies to become stable and resourceful. STEPPING BACK from your emotions will allow you to 
TAP INTO your common sense, CONSIDER your options, IDENTIFY what you NEED, and GET READY to RESPOND.

Even though YOUR LIFE may not be at risk, your QUALITY OF LIFE may be. A lack of safety and fairness, not belonging and not 
having a voice, always results in a temporary feeling of DISORIENTATION and POWERLESSNESS. You can reclaim your internal 
power and your ability to respond to engage in life fully.

My Journey
External circumstances can render us feeling powerless.  Here is my personal experience of feeling 
powerless and my journey back. 

During my teaching days I was declared “excess to needs”, which is a fancy way of saying that I was 
going to be transferred to another school without a say in the matter. I felt shocked, powerless, resentful and very sad. My 
confidence and sense of self-worth was temporarily shattered. 

Suddenly my NEEDS had TURNED to FEARS and I felt… UNSAFE, that life was UNFAIR,  I no longer BELONGED, I had no VOICE and 
I felt POWERLESS.   I was reminded that feeling POWERFUL was essential and feeling POWERLESS was intolerable.  

When I had time and space to gather myself together, I knew my first priority was to RECLAIM MY POWER and ASSIGN my own 
INSPIRATIONAL MEANING and PURPOSE to this experience.  This was going to be my own way through this. I experienced 
emotional ups and downs as I processed this transition in my head and heart. To embrace that there was WISDOM to be found 
in the change, meant TURNING INWARD to my Spirit to EXPAND my MIND and HEART. 

In essence, I had to bring my creative mindset forward, so I could see beyond my fear and hurt. Step by step as I mentally and 
emotionally rehearsed taking part in the new experience, I reclaimed my BALANCE and my POWER.

I began to IDENTIFY with the journey ahead of me. I could feel the FEAR was fading, and my interest growing, a little more each 
day.  Although it was not yet time to engage physically in the change, my heart began to embrace that I would feel…SAFE, life 
would be FAIR,  I would BELONG, I would have a VOICE and I would be POWERLFUL again. 

This brought about a deep internal shift of IDENTITY and PURPOSE. My emotional insight and energy, gained momentum and 
provided an inspired INTENTION.  As the time passed my SPIRIT made fine adjustments to my sail and headed me into the wind 
with confidence and enthusiasm.

Toxic Fear Reactions

FEARNEED
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As much as the INTERNAL shift to FEAR has an extraordinary impact on our being, 

so does our internal SHIFT BACK to BALANCE, MEANING and PURPOSE.  

We all have our own story, so each of us has SPECIFIC NEEDS which hold more MEANING to us than others do. Consider 
which of the following NEEDS are most IMPORTANT to you… and how MEANINGFUL it is to you, to have them met.
physical safety
emotional safety
intellectual safety
spiritual safety
financial security
to be powerful

When your NEEDS have turned to FEARS it is easy to get swept away  in the spin energy and lose sight of the NEED.

GETTING BACK to your NEED
You must connect with your primary point of reference, your SPIRIT. 
This means becoming conscious and deliberate to GROUND and OPEN UP 
your PHYSICAL ENERGY.

From your SPIRIT, you can become an OBSERVER of the situation,
to become CONSCIOUS of your MINDSET and your NEEDS. 
Even though it may sound SIMPLE, at times it may NOT be EASY.  
Spin energy can be convincing! Remember, your INNATE ABILITY to find your BALANCE 
is always within you. 

Ask yourself: What is my SPIRIT telling me about what I NEED right now?  
Does my EXPERIENCE tell me I am likely to get my NEED MET in this particular situation?
Your HEALTHY FEAR may be telling you that you CANNOT RELY on the SITUATION or the PEOPLE in it to meet your NEEDS.  
Healthy fear gives you PAUSE to ASSESS on WHOM and WHAT you CAN RELY. You have a CHOICE to CREATE NEW WAYS 
to meet your NEED. 

Being in your SPIRIT mindset increases the chances of CREATING SOLUTIONS consistent with your SPIRIT and which you 
would not see from your SPIN. Both NEEDS and FEARS have an ESSENTIAL PRESENCE… to help you RESPOND to both 
your SURVIVAL and the QUALITY of your life.

Part 2 Summary

• You can apply this information to better understand YOURSELF or SOMEONE ELSE. 
• ASSESSING behaviors alone, can be confusing and misleading. LOOK for SIGNS of the INTERNAL SHIFT from NEEDS to 

FEARS.
• Taking an emotional step back to consider the DEGREE OF THREAT is time well spent.
• ASSESS whether the THREAT is Physical, Intellectual, Emotional or Spiritual, so you can RESPOND accordingly
• When your PRIMAL NEEDS for SAFETY and FAIRNESS are FULFILLED,  you will experience a CORE REASSURANCE...
that you can make choices to ADDRESS your QUALITY OF LIFE.

Next Video in the Series
Part 3
The A and B Of It
provides a side by side comparison of two distinct mindsets and what they both offer. You will see how your
A- Spirit mindset offers expanded resources to address the quality of your life.

to be taken seriously
to be believed in
to be connected to others
to be acknowledged
to be creative
to create

to be respected
to be supported
to be heard
to be loved
to be included
to be appreciated

to have peace of mind
to develop competency

NEED FEAR



This Video animates:
• A and B Mindsets 
• Healthy FEAR, Toxic FEAR
• The Impact of A and B on everything 
I have chosen The A and B Of It to animate TWO natural STATES OF MIND, which greatly influence everything else.  

The visual model compares the distinctly different experiences of A and B MINDSETS… shedding light on the role FEAR plays 
in each and… what each mindset offers.
The visual model animates how, ENERGIES that reside in your A and B MINDSETS INFLUENCE your: FEAR FACTOR, PHYSICAL 
Instincts, INTELLECTUAL Capacity, EMOTIONAL Proportion, SPIRITUAL Trust & Expansion.

Let’s look at the A and B of it… A simple comparison that explains a lot.  Applying this information you will be able to ASSESS 
your mindset at any given time…and appreciate how each has a DIRECT INFLUENCE on you at every level.  
A vs. B animates both the SIMPLICITY of the two MINDSETS, and the COMPLEXITY of their IMPACT.  A is life from your SPIRIT, 
where you feel BALANCED and focused. B is life from your SPIN where you feel IMBALANCED and fearful.

CALM and GROUNDED you can connect with many resources not available to you when you are in a SPIN reaction. Since we 
are discussing the impact of FEAR experiences, you may relate to feeling calm one moment, only to be suddenly hit with a jolt 
of FEAR energy that throws you into a SPIN.

As you know, your INITIAL FEAR ALERT is instinctive.  It gets your ATTENTION through physical sensations, fearful thoughts 
and emotional energies.  In this INITIAL SPIN, it is necessary to be ALERTED, with URGENCY for IMMEDIATE SAFETY. This is the 
HEALTHY FEAR your B-Spin mindset instinctively offers. Once you are SAFE from the immediate danger, you have a 
FUNDAMENTAL CHOICE of MINDSET to proceed.

From AWARENESS you can empower yourself to CHOOSE to…Stay in you B-SPIN mindset or… SHIFT back to A-SPIRIT – life 
from your SPIRIT. Shifting back to your SPIRIT doesn’t mean life doesn’t hurt at the moment. It means you will be 
GROUNDED and BETTER ABLE to RESPOND to your experiences.  
In this A B comparison, you can see the FEAR FACTOR at work.  It is PRESENT in the both mindsets, but its IMPACT is VERY 
different. 

• Let’s take a close look at the A and B of it… as it pertains to:
• FEAR FACTOR
• PHYSICAL Instincts
• INTELLECTUAL Capacity
• EMOTIONAL Proportion
• SPIRITUAL Trust & Expansion

PART 3

The A and B of it
FEAR

BA

A visual comparison 
that explains a lot!
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A B

FEAR FACTOR
Awareness
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From your initial SPIN, 
HEALTHY FEAR instills an URGENCY to avoid danger. 

It’s jolt of ENERGY gets your attention, and 
readies you to take action to keep SAFE.

If you STAY in your B-Spin your FEAR ENERGY can 
DOMINATE, and become TOXIC to you. 

When you feel small, vulnerable and find yourself 
BRACING, getting ready for the worst…
REMEMBER…

AWARENESS of these SIGNS of TOXIC FEAR is the KEY to 
RECLAIMING your POWER and resourcefulness. 
Your TOXIC Fear CAN become HEALTHY Fear again… and 
this is how!...Shift back to A- Spirit.

IMBALANCED, you are trapped in the URGENCY 
& chaos of the immediate SPIN.  

You are UNABLE to STEP BACK to observer mode to SEE, 
or make sense of, the chaos inside and outside of you.

Remember…
FEAR is not always pleasant, but it IS always purposeful.

By calming, and grounding your ENERGIES your mind, body 
and heart are OPEN to the INSIGHTS your FEAR offers.

This is HEALTHY FEAR, which is helpful to you… 
and is NO LONGER TOXIC.

As this visual model animates, with OPEN ENERGIES, 
you can CONNECT to MANY LEVELS of 

expanded natural resources.

From your SPIRIT connected to your CORE, 
you can feel empowered again … to RESPOND, 

and effectively IDENTIFY and ATTEND to your 
NEEDS and CHOICES.

BALANCED, you are more able to take a STEP BACK 
to OBSERVER MODE to SEE the FEAR FACTOR.

ASSESS FEAR’s impact on: YOU, your relationships 
and the landscapes in which you work and live.

FEAR impacts your VISION 
and therefore, your ABILITY to ASSESS what is going on.

Being AWARE, you can see how the 
FEAR FACTOR is present and influencing everything.

Let’s look at how A and B can impact you 
Physically, 

Intellectually, 
Emotionally 

and Spiritually.

The A and B of It

I emphasize having AWARENESS of the PRESENCE and IMPACT of FEAR…and whether the FEAR is HEALTHY or TOXIC 
for you.  Is your FEAR healthy or toxic as it impacts: YOU as an Individual, YOU in your Relationships and YOU in 
various Landscapes of your life?

The following information will increase your AWARENESS of your FEAR FACTOR.



PHYSICAL
Instinctive Energies
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You are hard-wired in your DNA, for your physical energies to influence your whole being. When danger lurks, your 
physical INSTINCTIVE ENERGIES must act immediately on your behalf, to protect you.  The jolt of urgency is experienced 
throughout your body, mind and emotion. On the other hand, it is also INSTINCTIVE for your body, mind and emotion to 
be influenced by a conscious choice to CALM and GROUND your energies… such as when you breathe slowly and deeply. 
It may seem too simple, but you CAN greatly INFLUENCE your mind, body and emotion with each BREATH. 
With awareness, you can choose how much you are influenced by A and B.

Grounding and calming your physical energies will have beneficial influences on your mind, body and emotions.

See how instinct over-rides intellect in your initial reaction

TRUST that from Spirit mindset, you have plenty of natural resources to RESPOND to your life experiences.

This segment shows that how you manage your EMOTIONAL energy is the KEY to seeing life in PROPORTION… and how 
REACTIVE JOLTS of energy can EXAGGERATE your EXPERIENCE. 

This is when it is important to become AWARE of the INTENSITY of your energies and shift back to your Spirit mindset to 
RESPOND.  When things feel OUT OF PROPORTION to the current incident, UNRESOLVED EMOTIONS are adding their 
chaotic and INTENSIFIED ENERGIES to the emotional soup. 

Take a step back from the emotional soup and ask yourself: Is this emotion connected to the PRESENT or is it connected 
to the PAST, or a bit of BOTH?

… and finally…

To survive a threat, your ENERGY instinctively contracts, 
bracing for the worst, ready to REACT.

This is your INSTINCTIVE reaction when the world feels 
UNSAFE or UNFAIR.

Although this reaction may be necessary for the moment, 
your CHOICE is whether or not you REMAIN in your B-Spin, 
or SHIFT to A to move forward.

Your primal reaction limits you to TUNNEL VISION-
a narrowed, immediate focus, where you’re not distracted. 
Your resourcefulness is LIMITED to fight, flight and freeze.

You have LIMITED REACT-abilities

From a REACTIVE state of mind, body and emotion, 
everything looks and feels SEVERE, so you’d feel… a 
COMPULSION to either OVER-react or UNDER-react, like 
“making a mountain out of a mole hill” or by shutting down 
in defeat.

Your ENERGIES are OPEN and GROUNDED
ready to RESPOND.

You value and attend to FAIRNESS and SAFETY 
for yourself and others.

You connect with both your long range and immediate 
VISION.  Easy ACCESS to: concentration, common 

sense, clarity, certainty, to make your best choices.

You have EXPANDED RESPONSE-abilities

From your BALANCED state of mind, body and 
emotion, you can easily ASSESS the true INTENSITY of 

the situation, so you can take INITIATIVE to
RESPOND in PROPORTION.

INTELLECTUAL
Capacity

EMOTIONAL
Proportion

A B

A B

A B
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Before we proceed in exploring the Spiritual level… consider how you might define SPIRIT for yourself. You may already have a 
definition of Spirit that works for you, or you may be searching for your own understanding of Spirit. Either way, I will share my 
own definition of SPIRIT to provide you with a context to consider as you proceed.

SPIRIT  “Spirit is a sacred energy that resonates at your CORE. Spirit energy is connected to everything inside and outside of you.  
Spirit is always present, ready to guide you as you live your human story. Inspiration,  creativity and peace are just some the 
ways we experience the presence of Spirit.” 

Your SPIRIT is precious, and it is instinctive to PROTECT it. Notice how the experiences of A and B impact your ability to TRUST 
that your SPIRIT is safe.  Your SPIRIT is precious, and it is instinctive to PROTECT it.

In simple terms

It can be a challenge to navigate life, when it is often a turbulent and dangerous place. It is instinctive to protect yourself, 
physically, intellectually, emotionally and Spiritually.

Your senses and sensibilities can help you to ASSESS the true RISKS, and make better decisions about what you can, and cannot, 
TRUST. But when you have learned that you can TRUST YOURSELF from SPIRIT, you can experience yourself EXPANDING into a 
SPIRITUAL WISDOM that is governed by your good intention, values and meaning.  TRUST is a deep influential strength, when it 
comes from your own SPIRITUAL CORE!

AS AN INDIVIDUAL:
When you KNOW you can TRUST yourself, you can find the depth of possibility within your core, 

which EXPANDS your experiences and understanding of everything.

IN RELATIONSHIPS
When you KNOW you can TRUST others, you can authentically ENGAGE fully, EXPANDING to give and receive the riches in life.

IN LANDSCAPES
When you KNOW you can TRUST the landscapes in which you work and live, you can be part of something 

far greater than yourself, EXPANDING and CONNECTING to a much higher PURPOSE.

SPIRITUAL
Trust / Expansion

With Fear’s REACT-abilities of fight, flight and freeze, 
DECISIONS are OFTEN MADE through powering over, 
giving up or avoiding altogether. When decisions are 
made from your reactive state of mind, you will likely 
NOT TRUST them, often feeling doubt and regret later. 

From a FEAR spin, issues are NOT RESOLVED fairly or 
safely at YOUR HEART and SPIRIT levels, so FEAR will 
prevail, and TRUST IS LOW, so you remain on guard. 

“UNSAFE”

Toxic FEAR limits you

Reactivity dominates, 
contracting energy

TRUST in self DROPS

With AWARENESS and your abilities to 
RESPOND and RESOLVE your issues, 

you can TRUST your capacity.

Responding safely and fairly 
resonates with your CORE, 

creating confidence to TRUST 
your Heart and Spirit levels.

“SAFE”

Healthy FEAR guides you

SPIRIT expands energy and self 
to Respond and Resolve

TRUST in self GROWS

A B

A B



Expanded Response-abilities

Healthy fear -attending to needs
Observer mode Vision

Energy open, grounded, fair, safe
Accessing concentration, common 

sense, clarity, certainty
Aware, able to assess intensity

Past & present emotions separate 
Respond in proportion

Respond and resolve emotionally
Connection to Spirit and CORE self

TRUST GROWS at all levels

Sense of self EXPANDS

Limited React-abilities

Toxic fear - reacting to fears
Tunnel Vision 
Braced, defensive, unsafe, unfair
Lacking concentration, common 
sense, clarity, certainty
Distracted, unable to assess intensity
Past & present emotions mixed up 
React out of proportion
React, with no emotional resolve
Disconnection to Spirit and CORE self
TRUST DROPS at all levels

Sense of self CONTRACTS

A BSPIRITUAL
Trust / Expansion

If everyone genuinely invested in EARNING the TRUST of others, 
just think what we could accomplish together. This comparison 
has animated A FINE LINE that makes a BIG DIFFERENCE. 

Whether it is your INITIAL FEAR REACTION, or once you have 
SHIFTED back to your SPIRIT MINDSET, you have a CHOICE about 
how much you will be INFLUENCED by the ENERGIES that reside in 
A and B.

It is worth your time, energy and attention to be DELIBERATELY 
AWARE and RETURN to A-your SPIRIT, your most resourceful 
MINDSET...and your TRULY AUTHENTIC SELF.

A B
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A B

Part 3 Summary

• We all experience SPINS! It is about WHAT YOU DO NEXT… that determines your resourcefulness and quality of life.
• A vs. B animates both the SIMPLICITY of the two MINDSETS, and the COMPLEXITY of their IMPACT.
• Being deliberately AWARE, you will see how the FEAR FACTOR is present and influential at many levels… P.I.E.S.
• FEAR is not always pleasant, but it is always purposeful.
• A brief review of the A – B comparison

Now that you appreciate the two distinct mindsets, you can choose to ASSESS your MINDSET and ENERGY, and SHIFT from 
your SPIN back to SPIRIT before FEAR escalates, dominates your experience and becomes TOXIC.  

TRUST that from SPIRIT you have plenty of natural resources to RESPOND to your life experiences and EXPAND your 
experiences, insights and possibilities.  

Next Video in the Series Part 4 
Looking for the Wisdom which focuses on engaging in life from Spirit to find the wisdom within. 



.

PART 4

the WISDOM
LOOKING for Making a CONSCIOUS INTENTION

to LOOK for the WISDOM 
within your CORE.

This Video animates: 
• A REVIEW of Parts 1-3
• A VISUAL MODEL animating

• A Conscious Intention to
• Look for the WISDOM WITHIN
• The ACCUMULATIVE GAIN of Physical, Intellectual, Emotional and Spiritual levels on the journey to WISDOM

• WRAP UP and a SNEAK PEAK at the Coming Back to Spirit 6 Part Video Series

A REVIEW OF FEAR and What You Need to Know Parts 1-3

When life gets chaotic you can apply your User-Friendly Reminders to look at FEAR in new ways… to better understand FEAR, 
what it offers and Look for the WISDOM in all your FEAR experiences.  As has been animated throughout Parts 1-3, 
FEAR EXPERIENCES HAPPEN!

REVIEW OF PART ONE - The MANY FACES of FEAR
When SPINS happen, remember the Nature and Purpose of FEAR… It is instinctive and necessary,
for your survival and quality of life.  FEAR comes in MANY FACES.  Expect and Respect the Impact 
of FEAR and ASSESS your FEAR FACTOR, from SUBTLE to SEVERE.  Remember your FEAR FACTOR 
is all about BEING AWARE.  TUNE IN to how you are EXPERIENCING FEAR.

Appreciate how your FEAR FACTOR is an influential force on 
YOU as an INDIVIDUAL, YOUR RELATIONSHIPS and YOUR LANDSCAPES.

REVIEW OF PART 2 – When NEEDS turn to FEARS
Keep a look out for when your needs turn to fears… an internal shift that changes everything.  
Remember, when REACTIONS happen inside or outside of you. Take your emotional step back 
to become CONSCIOUS, and then attend to your NEED.  
Chaotic energies can be contagious, so remember to tune into your own STATE OF BEING. 

REVIEW OF PART 3 – The A and B of it
You can find out WHAT TO DO, about FEAR, by exploring the A and B of it., a simple comparison that explains a lot!  
Be intentionally CONSCIOUS of how you experience both A and B, physically, intellectually, emotionally and Spiritually.
One of the most important differences is that when you are in A…your FEAR is Healthy and helpful… but left unchecked, FEAR 
experiences in B can turn TOXIC and work against you…making you feel powerless. 
Your FUNDAMENTAL CHOICE between A and B will determine your ABILITY to FIND the WISDOM in your experiences.

This brings us to PART 4 – Looking for the Wisdom in all the right places, means looking within, from your A-Spirit mindset.
From your FIRST BREATH to this PRESENT MOMENT… it is your human nature to GATHER INSIGHT into WHO you are, HOW you 
are, and HOW to NAVIGATE this thing called LIFE.
Unfortunately, most of us are taught to LOOK OUTSIDE of OURSELVES to PURSUE answers, happiness, meaning and purpose. To 
be so EXTERNALLY FOCUSED, you risk being DISCONNECTED from the WISDOM of your CORE. 

The day to day challenge is BALANCING your FOCUS EXTERNALLY and INTERNALLY, 
to keep yourself SAFE in the physical world, while staying tuned into your SPIRIT, to live an inspired life . 

This may sound simple, but it is NOT easy. It is, however, necessary to be DELIBERATELY CONSCIOUS in your life. As has been 
previously mentioned, the FEAR reactive state of FREEZING is instinctive… and NATURE’S WAY of providing TIME to HESITATE, 
in order to become CONSCIOUS enough to make healthy choices.

Toxic Fear Reactions

FEARNEED
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Before we proceed, let’s take time to look at two uses of C-O-R-E, which are animated in this visual model. 1) Spirit lives at your 
CORE, and 2) C.O.R.E. is a  state of BEING… Calm, Open, Receptive & Engaged, corresponding to PIES respectively, as you will see 
below.

Your CONSCIOUS INTENTION is to tune in to your CORE, Physically, Intellectually, Emotionally and Spiritually. 
Notice the ACCUMULATIVE GAIN as you connect to the four levels and LOOK for the WISDOM residing within your Spirit.

Remember to start with your PHYSICAL energies… to ground & expand your 
energies, your STATE of BEING. Turning inward, with a deliberate intention to 
be PHYSICALLY CALM you enter into an uncommon CONSCIOUSNESS.

Whether it be your physical instincts that alert you, your muscles, 5 senses, 
breath, heart beat or physical body in general, you are in a heightened state of 
CONSCIOUSNESS.  

Your Open Mind accesses your expanded clarity, common sense, vision and 
worldly KNOWLEDGE…

Your lifetime of experiences helps you to consider many possibilities and 
perspectives.  Here you apply your KNOWLEDGE to make purposeful choices.

Trust your CONSCIOUSNESS

Trust your inner KNOWLEDGE

Remember that emotions hold meaningful INSIGHT…

Your heart-felt emotions express your unique INSIGHT and help you identify 
your NEEDS & what CHOICES resonate with your CORE self. Be receptive to 
what emotional INSIGHT comes to you from your CORE… no matter how 
subtle.

Trust your inner INSIGHT

Your SPIRIT holds your WISDOM… 
The ACCUMULATIVE GAIN from engaging in your PIE levels, 
leads you to your Spiritual WISDOM.   The information above 
explains each level’s contribution.

The visual to the right, is inverted to match how it is shown 
in the video, animating the progressive and ACCUMULATIVE GAIN
of the four levels:
1) building the foundation by being Physically Calm, then
2) being mindful by focusing inward to be Intellectually Open,
3) gathering your courage to be Emotionally Receptive,
4) and last but not least, coming from your CORE to be 

Spiritually Engaged.                                                                            

1)   Physically         C alm                    CONSCIOUSNESS

2)   Intellectually   O pen                   KNOWLEDGE

3)  Emotionally     R eceptive            INSIGHT

4)  Spiritually         E ngaged              WISDOM                    Trust your inner WISDOM                   

LOOK for the WISDOMYour CONSCIOUS INTENTION 

3)     Emotionally       R eceptive

1)     Physically           C alm

2)     Intellectually     O pen

4)     Spiritually           E ngaged WISDOM

INSIGHT

KNOWLEDGE

CONSCIOUSNESS

LOOK for
the WISDOM

Your 
CONSCIOUS INTENTION 
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The SPIRITUAL LEVEL of engagement 
means you have come back to your CORE AUTHENTIC KNOWING.

As you interact with your external world your Spirit will show you what resonates true for your authentic self. 
For example, if you deeply believe in COMPASSION as a VALUE, you will experience an energy of DISCORD when 
compassion is NOT present. You will feel an INNER FULFILLMENT when you OFFER, RECEIVE or WITNESS COMPASSION in 
your life.  This is further evidence that your Physical, Intellectual and Emotional ENERGIES are attuned to your AUTHENTIC 
CORE SELF.

Here, I remind you of my definition of Spirit.
SPIRIT
Spirit is a sacred energy that resonates at your CORE.
It is connected to everything inside and outside of you. 
Spirit is always present and ready to guide you as you live your human story. 
Inspiration, creativity and peace are just some of the ways you experience the PRESENCE OF SPIRIT.

Your Spiritual energy EXPANDS BEYOND the confines of your physical being, to embrace a HIGHER PURPOSE, CAPACITY 
and VISION. IMAGINATION is an example of how you can REACH BEYOND your CIRCUMSTANCE to create something that 
INSPIRES you and others. Your Spirit resonates at a HIGH ENERGY FREQUENCY, IN CONCERT with energies of sacredness, 

gratitude and grace. Once again your EMOTIONS are expressing your STATE of BEING…one of ENLIGHTENMENT.

As an athlete, artist, teacher and counsellor, I define ENLIGHTENMENT as:

1 Expanding into a Spiritual space, an uncommon consciousness, where my creative and intuitive energies shine a NEW 
LIGHT on things…    and it also means…
2. to LIGHT MY PATH, with inspired thought and vision, where I feel…
3. LIGHTER, less burdened by life’s challenges…expanding my capacity to engage in my life.

It is NOT necessary to study Spirituality for decades, in order to integrate the WISDOM of your SPIRIT in your daily life. 
As you see, your WISDOM is always within you.  Its ENERGY and INFLUENCE resides at your CORE…IMMEDIATELY 
ACCESSIBLE to you.

Have a CONSCIOUS INTENTION 
to LOOK for YOUR WISDOM

Trust in your WISDOM
Your wisdom shows itself PHYSICALLY, instincts, senses, and sensations…CONSCIOUSNESS.  
It shows itself INTELLECTUALLY, thoughts, memory, perspective…KNOWLEDGE.  
It shows itself EMOTIONALLY, whether joy or FEAR, sad or happy…INSIGHT. 
LOOKING FOR THE WISDOM speaks to LOOKING WITHIN, to finding MEANING to making MEANINGFUL choices 
about HOW TO BE PRESENT in your life. 

TURN INWARD, TUNE INTO your CORE, and LISTEN carefully.  As you INTERACT with your EXTERNAL world YOUR SPIRIT 
will show you what RESONATES TRUE for your AUTHENTIC SELF. Your Spirit is always present and invested in your well-
being, but it is up to you to connect within.

Are you looking for YOUR WISDOM?

4)  Spiritually         E ngaged              WISDOM Trust in your WISDOM                    
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With a CONSCIOUS INTENTION to work with your FEAR experiences, and relate to Fear as an ALLY, you can find the 
WISDOM offered in all your experiences. Throughout this Video Series you have explored FEAR in new ways. 
Though life can be overwhelming at times, work WITH your FEAR experiences, and relate to FEAR as an ALLY. 

Remember…
• HEALTHY FEAR is a most valuable primal GIFT!
• It gets your ATTENTION and instinctively works on your behalf. 
• It can be utilized consciously to find your way SAFELY, as you IDENTIFY what you NEED, to have a QUALITY of life.

With a User-Friendly Relationship to FEAR, you can MANAGE the ENERGY of FEAR, to find the WISDOM WITHIN.
From your CORE, you can maintain a SPIRIT MINDSET as your LIFESTYLE and live AN AUTHENTIC LIFE.

Your CONSCIOUS, CONSIDERED choices will serve you well…as they RESONATE with your SPIRIT.  

This concludes 
FEAR and What You Need to Know

4 Part Video Series

Congratulations for completing this Video Series. I encourage you to take your time, and view each video many times.  
You will likely process the material intellectually at first and then take it to heart to see what fits for you.  

Here is a sneak peek at another comprehensive video series available on www.lifeinsimpleterms.net.
Whether you have been away from your Spirit for a moment or for a lifetime… the journey back to Spirit is within you.

You may want to continue your journey forward,
by exploring many videos on a range of interesting subjects on www.lifeinsimpleterms.net

COMING BACK TO SPIRIT

A Comprehensive 6 Video Series
exploring the inner journey back to Spirit

3 hours of visual information to explore 


